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The following pages aim to illustrate 
the scientific and intellectual activity of 
the Ariodante Fabretti Foundation in the 
thanatological field since its earliest days’, 
retracing the numerous stages which have 

led it to its’ position, in the Italian cultural panorama, as a reference point for all those 
today, who, on different levels, deal with studies on death and dying. 

By the prompting of the Society of Cremation, the Ariodante Fabretti Study 
Centre was founded in 1992 in Turin with the purpose of collecting, cataloguing, and 
conserving documentary material – traced in archives and libraries all over the country 
– relating to the developed practice of cremation in Italy from the end of the 19th 
century onwards. The main goal of this first initiative could be summarised in the need 
to carry out a research project, coordinated by the then scientific director Giovanni De 
Luna, whose subject area was the reconstruction of the twists and turns of the history 
of cremation in Italy from the end of the 1800’s to the years immediately following 
the war. The research, conducted by a pool of historians with various links to the 
Italian academic world, led to what might be considered as the first two publications 
produced by the Study Centre of the day: the results of the teamwork, carried out over 
five long years were collected into two volumes, focusing respectively on the history 
of cremation at a national level1 and in a more specific Turinese context2. 

This was, then, the beginning of a publishing activity which would allow the Study 
Centre, and subsequently the Foundation, to produce a substantial series of volumes 
devoted to the subject of death and dying in the modern and contemporary age. But, 
I will speak of this at greater length a little later. 
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Right from its founding, the Study Centre set itself the ambitious objective of 
becoming a reference point capable of concentrating around itself, those scholars 
(historians, anthropologists, doctors, psychologists) most interested in the study 
of one discipline – thanatology – which in the early 1990’s continued, at least in 
Italy, to occupy a somewhat limited space in the cultural panorama of the peninsula 
(unlike what was to be observed in other countries such as France, Great Britain or 
the United States, which, as is well-known, had long been much more attentive to 
the developments in this field of research).

It is to these early years that some collaborations, which were to be consolidated and 
increased with time, between the Study Centre and the world of academic research, 
mostly in the humanities: whose primary purpose was to create synergies that might 
establish the state of the art in the thanatology field and, no less importantly, to 
broaden and articulate more fully the study of a discipline which was also beginning 
to attract interest and attention in Italy not only from an increasingly larger audience 
but from the domestic media too. One of the principal results of this stage was, without 
doubt, represented by the seminar held in June 1995, whose specific intention was «to 
supply the theoretical and conceptual bases for the organisation of interdisciplinary 
research into representations of the body in funerary rites». The project, coordinated 
by the Study Centre, saw the participation of historians, sociologists, literary critics, 
philosophers and anthropologists, whose interventions would soon sit side by side in 
the compendium volume entitled Earth and Fire. Funerary Rites Between Conservation and 
Destruction, edited by the anthropologist Manuela Tartari3. Thanks to this publication 
and to the research work of which it represented the natural point of arrival, the 
cultural project that characterised the activity of the Study Centre ended in those 
years with an awareness of a clearer definition of the overall system, which proved 
to be denser and more articulated than it had been possible to observe in the early 
days of its’ activity at the beginning of 1990’s; the central theme of the 1995 seminar, 
although still largely focusing on the history and on the significance of cremation in 
different ages, societies and cultures, did not, in fact, neglect one aspect which would 
later reappear at the heart of the Foundation’s research activity, namely, the corpse 
and its representations in funerary rituals.

The experience of the Study Centre was to last until 1999, when, in light of an 
appreciable, generalist interest displayed towards the activities carried out, as of 
that moment, and as confirmation of a now enhanced visibility, some of the principal 
Piedmontese public institutions (amongst which also figured the University of Turin) 
decided to create the Ariodante Fabretti Foundation. Centre of research on death and 
dying. 

The founding of the new organism was, in fact, a response to different needs: on 
the one hand, the need to adapt, in a structural way, the activities of an institution 

3  See M. Tartari (a cura di), La terra e il fuoco. I riti funebri tra conservazione e distruzione, Meltemi, 
Roma 1996.
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which had for years been active in the organisation of research activities and of events 
which were ever more complex and involved a growing number of scholars. On the 
other hand, the wish to respond appropriately, as far as research and the spreading of 
its’ main results were concerned, to the greater interest shown not only by specialist 
scholars, but also by some institutions (by then apprised of the importance of the 
subjects under investigation) and of a significant segment of the Italian civil society, 
showing a more mature consciousness of a new ‘thanatological culture’ and were 
beginning to manifest themselves. In Italy albeit a little later than other countries, 
there came to the fore the need to overcome the limits of completely anachronistic 
cultural inherited beliefs and behaviours, which had, for a long time, relegated the 
subject of death and of dying to the margins of common feeling. This meaning by 
exorcising its impact on collective sensibilities no more no less than through a sharp 
as much as inappropriate process of repression.

From its very beginnings the Foundation set out to contribute to the spreading 
of a different thanatological ‘feeling’, taking full advantage of the capital of relations 
built up in the previous years and significantly increasing the level of collaboration 
with those institutions interested in such a cultural project. Furthermore, and in order 
to maintain its’ own modus operandi at a scientifically and culturally suitable level, 
contacts with numerous departments (in the humanities, but not only) of different 
Italian and foreign universities were increased manifold through exchanges and public 
meetings with scholars and researchers actively working on the same disciplinary 
terrain. 

Amongst the first, most important results of this new path coinciding with the 
birth of the Fabretti Foundation, we must point out what we could define as a further 
redefinition and clarification of the overall cultural project: firstly, as it has been 
seen, the focus of the research was above all directed to a specific and in some way 
limited aspect of thanatological knowledge, such as cremation practice and everything 
connected to it, since roughly 2000 the field of research undertaken by the Foundation 
and by those who have contributed to it has tended to stretch considerably to the 
point where it includes an analysis of a good part of the issues and of the implications 
which give substance to the discussion on death (rites, practices, policies, traditions 
and behaviours). This has without doubt made it possible to respond more effectively 
to that phenomenon of greater attention on the part of the civil society to which I 
alluded to a little earlier and has allowed the Foundation to broaden its’ own field of 
cultural intervention thanks to the use of bigger and more suitable research tools.

I would now like to briefly illustrate through which channels our institution pursues 
its own cultural and scientific goals. Fundamentally, the Fabretti Foundation operates 
in two different spheres, distinct from each other but absolutely complementary. 
The sphere of training4 and that of academic research tout court (to which, naturally, 

4  http://www.fondazionefabretti.it/contents/formazione.php
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a whole series of related activities are linked, amongst which the organisation of 
conferences and publishing).

Although this concerns two equally important aspects in the activities of the 
Fabretti Foundation, I consider it opportune, in this paper, to focus more closely on 
the second, dealing only in broad terms with the main features of the first. 

With the aim of materially helping to improve the professional activity of those 
segments of society who deal with the subjects of death on a daily basis, the Foundation, 
in close collaboration with public and private institutions, for some years now, has 
been organising a series of training courses – nationwide – directed to those working in 
the undertaking and cemetery sector: the courses, held by psychologists with relevant 
training for this type of theme, aim not only to hone and improve the professional 
skills of those taking part in the courses, but also, and above all, to transfer, in a 
practical hands-on way, their knowledge capital regarding the thanatological themes 
already mentioned. The wholly appreciable results of such a scheme have helped give 
back dignity and fair recognition to indispensable professions such as undertakers 
and cemetery workers, encouraging the birth and development, also in Italy, of the 
essential figure of the master of ceremonies, whose work proves fundamental above 
all where the increasingly diffuse demands of lay rituals or those which are confession-
specific – and different from Christian ones – are more sharply noticed: the ‘Caronte 
project’, financed by the European Social Fund over the two-year period 2002-2003, 
constitutes the most significant result from this point of view5.

Furthermore, it has also been possible to direct the attention paid by the Foundation 
to the training sector to other types of professions, which are those variously linked 
to the healthcare sector: in this field, thanks to the fundamental contribution of the 
Oncological Network of Piedmont and of the Valle d’Aosta, it has been possible 
to organise from 2002 cycles of conferences which have seen the participation of 
numerous scholars – in this case for obvious reasons, generally, linked to the academic 
scientific world: doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists. Similar events, organised on a 
yearly basis, are still today one of the main sectors of intervention by the Foundation 
in the training sector and have managed to meet a demand which has surfaced in a 
number of sectors of the regional healthcare system and thus to fill a void detected 
in a number of areas.

It is, nonetheless, at the second of the two fields of Foundation intervention 
mentioned above that I believe it is useful to go into depth. As already mentioned, 
the Fabretti Foundation’s principal mission is above all of a cultural nature. Research 
of high scientific standing, close collaboration with university bodies and scholars 
from different disciplines and countries, organisation of conferences and publishing: 
these are what characterise the activity of our Foundation.

Since the end of the 1990’s the Fabretti Foundation has set itself the objective 
of strengthening and, where possible, increasing its’ contacts with the greatest 

5  http://www.fondazionefabretti.it/contents/progetto_caronte.php
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authorities in the thanatology field, so as to be able to spread, as much as possible, 
the corpus of knowledge relating to this fascinating discipline within the Italian 
cultural panorama. The organisation of seminars and of meetings has proved to be, 
without doubt, the most fundamentally suitable instrument to achieve this end; in the 
course of the last ten years the Foundation has created numerous meetings between 
researchers and academics from different Italian and European universities which 
have turned, from the point of view of real public visibility, into conferences and 
round tables. A representative example of this was the international conference The 
Scene of Farewells. Death and Funerary Rites in Contemporary Western Society, organised 
in Turin in September 1999, which saw the participation, amongst others, of some 
of the most important Italian and foreign thanatology experts, such as Tony Walter, 
Michel Maffesoli, Francesco Campione or Douglas J. Davies6. If the central themes 
of this event were still firmly anchored to elements such as the «crisis of traditional 
funerary rites denounced in various quarters» in the contemporary Western world 
or to the phenomenon of cremation analysed in a European context, the conference 
entitled Perfection and Finitude. The Conception of Death in Utopia in the Modern and 
Contemporary Age, taking place two years later, with the State Archive of Turin as 
venue, placed the emphasis, rather, on «conceptual relationships between death and 
utopia», clearly raising the importance of a methodological approach based «on the 
comparison between Thanatology studies and Utopian studies»7. 

While arising from fields of research differing in many ways (basically 
anthropological, sociological and psychological, in the first case; mostly literary and 
historical, in the second) both conferences naturally placed the vast and varied subject 
of death and dying at the centre of their investigations, which allowed perhaps the 
most significant characteristic of thanatological research today – interdisciplinariness 
– which permits an analysis and study at different levels and from a multiplicity of 
points of view of the numerous facets of a fundamental area of human culture which 
is by its very nature difficult to trace back to a single sector of research, to come to 
the fore in the clearest way.

Conscious of this absolutely non-negligible aspect, the Foundation has pursued 
its’ own activities creating, in a programmatic way, moments for encounters between 
scholars of different backgrounds, tending, however, to favour above all researchers 
working in the sector of humanities studies. In consideration of this, it is worth 
remembering that, for some years now, there has been an increasing tendency for a 
solid and uninterrupted collaboration between the scientific managers of the Fabretti 
Foundation and some of the more renowned departments of anthropological and 
historical disciplines of Italian and European universities to take shape, which is to 
say in those very areas of research where it is widely known, represented until just 

6  See M. Sozzi (a cura di), La scena degli addii. Morte e riti funebri nella società occidentale 
contemporanea, Paravia-Scriptorium, Torino 2001.

7  See V. Fortunati, M. Sozzi, P. Spinozzi (a cura di), Perfezione e finitudine. La concezione della 
morte nell’utopia in età moderna e contemporanea, Lindau, Torino 2004.
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a few years ago – on the international panorama – those branches of study more 
greatly attentive to the birth and to the subsequent development of thanatology. One 
of the most important fruits of this collaboration found concrete form in the course 
of 2004, on the occasion of the international conference Death and Transformation of 
Bodies. Interventions in Thanatometamorphosis. The event represented the conclusion of a 
broad programme of research on a national level conducted by five University groups 
from 2002 to 2004 under the supervision of the Turinese anthropologist Francesco 
Remotti, and was organised by the Fabretti Foundation in close collaboration with the 
institutions involved. Twenty-nine academics (ethnologists, historians, anthropologists, 
indologists, archeologists) set to work, on that occasion, around the central theme 
of the project, represented by the corpse and by cultural practices relating to its 
transformation brought about by societies of different times and continents. The results 
of the work, collected in the pages of a hefty volume8 (the first of the collection 
by the name of Thanatology Library published by the Fabretti Foundation), have 
amply demonstrated, without a shadow of doubt, how important a conscious and 
non-superficial use of the so-called ‘disciplinary contamination’ may be and to what 
results it may lead. This contamination is able to increase exponentially the cognitive 
potentials applied to the exploration of a vast area such as thanatology.

In concluding this paper, I would like lastly to draw the attention to another activity, 
closely connected to those so far illustrated and regarding the publishing sector, which 
in the last few years the Fabretti Foundation has followed with special attention. An 
irreplaceable tool for making available, and not only at a national level, the results 
of the many research studies initiated and concluded since 1992, the publication of 
essays and books currently represents one of the strategic objectives of a cultural 
policy of broad reach for the Foundation. Most of the titles in the catalogue regard 
the publication of the numerous conferences organised, some of which already cited 
in this paper; there is no lack, nonetheless, of volumes the fruit of first-hand research 
studies conducted by scholars linked in various ways to the Foundation (consider 
The Contested Death. Cremation and Funerary Rites in Fascist Italy, by Marcella Filippa9, 
or Sleep and Memory. Ideas of Death and Funerary Policies in the French Revolution, by 
Marina Sozzi and Charles Porset10), and notable, too, are the translations into Italian 
of important texts which may now be defined as absolute classics of thanatology, such 
as Death, Rites, Beliefs by the British theologist and sociologist Douglas J. Davies11. 

On the subject of publishing it is nevertheless important to mention the realisation 
of a project on which the Foundation had been working for some considerable time, 

8  See F. Remotti (a cura di), Morte e trasformazione dei corpi. Interventi di tanatometamòrfosi, Bruno 
Mondadori, Milano 2006.

9  See M. Filippa, La morte contesa. Cremazione e riti funebri nell’Italia fascista, Paravia-Scriptorium, 
Torino 2001.

10  See M. Sozzi, C. Porset, Il sonno e la memoria. Idee della morte e politiche funerarie nella Rivoluzione 
francese, Paravia-Scriptorium, Torino 1999.

11  See D.J. Davies, Morte, riti, credenze. La retorica dei riti funebri, Paravia-Scriptorium, Torino 
2000.
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to wit a periodical. In 2005, after 15 years of activity, the heads of the scientific sector 
of the Fabretti Foundation, indeed, deemed it opportune to provide itself with a 
review which in some way systematically brought together the best and most recent 
contributions of a thanatological character, as they are produced, by the Italian 
and international academic community. The review, whose title is «Thanatological 
Studies», presents essays in three languages (Italian, English and French) and has 
an internal structure which reflects, in each single issue, the publication of a classic 
of thanatology (i.e. texts which are difficult to find today but which have broken 
new ground in studies on death: the first issue opened with the famous essay by 
Geoffrey Gorer from 1965, The Pornography of Death12, while the second undertook 
to provide scholars with the renowned essay by Robert Hertz, Contribution à une 
étude sur la représentation collective de la mort13, from 1907 in the original language); a 
variable number of essays written by scholars with different disciplinary backgrounds 
(amongst those contributions to the second issue, I may mention that of my colleague 
Marius Rotar, entitled Dimensions of Death in Romania of Nowadays14); a regular feature 
under the title Thanatological Glossary which, entrusted to different authors with 
each new issue, aims to analyse from a historical, ethnological and conceptual point of 
view a term of common currency in the thanatology field; and some pages of reviews 
of the most significant essays published in Italy and abroad. 

The choice of the three languages is an indication of the Fabretti Foundation’s 
intention to make the review – of which two issues have so far been published, 
with a third available in early 2008 – a scientifically authoritative reference point for 
those who deal with research relevant to thanatology, thus attempting to initiate a 
constructive dialogue between the French and Italian current in studies on death, as 
is well-known of a prevalently historical-anthropological nature, and its Anglo-Saxon 
counterpart, oriented rather towards psychology and the clinic. 

Above and beyond these aspects, there is the interdisciplinary approach – in line 
with all scientific activity undertaken by the Foundation – which is the characteristic 
feature of the publication: the contributions of historians, anthropologists, literary 
critics, psychologists, doctors, archeologists clearly highlight the wealth and the 
variety of the many points of view which combine to give substance to the methods 
and approaches used in the research. 

As in the case of the other publishing products, «Thanatological Studies», too, 
aspires to having a scientific profile of high standing, moreover guaranteed by the 
numerous and varied scientific committee which constantly assesses the publication. 
The committee members represent, in fact, further proof of the solid relations woven 

12  See G. Gorer, The Pornography of Death, «Studi Tanatologici – Etudes Thanatologiques – 
Thanatological Studies», I (2005), pp. 17-26.

13  See R. Hertz, Contribution à une étude sur la représentation collective de la mort, «Studi Tanatologici 
– Etudes Thanatologiques – Thanatological Studies», II (2006), pp. 27-107.

14  See M. Rotar, Dimension of Death in Romania of Nowadays, «Studi Tanatologici – Etudes 
Thanatologiques – Thanatological Studies», II (2006), pp. 223-46.
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in these years by the Foundation with a large part of the Italian and European 
academic world. Amongst the twenty-six names which compose it, also figure those 
of authoritative scholars, such as Georges Vigarello, Douglas J. Davies, Tobie Nathan, 
Michel Vovelle, Tony Walter, Francesco Remotti and Adriano Prosperi. 

Still on the subject of publishing policy, a final mention is merited by the international 
research paper Medicine, death and society in the modern and contemporary age, organised 
by the Fabretti Foundation and coordinated by Professors Georges Vigarello and 
Giorgio Cosmacini in the course of the two-year period 2004-2005. The research, fruit 
of a broad work which has involved Italian, French and Swiss scholars, arose from 
the need to initiate a new line of research, that inherent in medical thanatology. The 
researchers involved (once again historians and anthropologists, but also doctors) 
worked on some guidelines which may be concisely summarised: 1) the theories 
and the considerations which doctors in the modern and contemporary age have 
developed on the subject of the death, not only in their scientific treaties, but also in 
other sources (letters, autobiographies, memoirs, private documents); 2) the problems 
of apparent death and of sudden death; 3) the shifts over time in the interpretation 
both of the causes of death and of establishing death; 4) the socio-historical evolution 
of the figure of doctors and of patients/the dying and of their mutual relations; 5) 
the relationship between official medicine and other reflections on health (popular 
medicine, ‘charlatanry’ and so forth); 6) the influence of medicine on other disciplines 
(for example philosophy in the 18th century); 7) the importance of the development 
of the anatomy in reflections on death; 8) the ramifications of the social conceptions 
of the body on medicine; 9) medicine in wartime; 10) the comparison, on the subject 
of death, between Western medicine and other approaches. 

The conclusions of this work, which will, too, be published in a volume available in 
late 2007 in the editions of the Fabretti Foundation15, constitute the best confirmation 
of the validity of the choices made at a scientific level by our institution in the last few 
years and represent an encouraging stimulus to continue – thanks to the fundamental 
contribution of all who have collaborated and continue to collaborate with us – in 
this direction.

15  See G. Cosmacini, G. Vigarello (a cura di), Il medico di fronte alla morte (secoli XVI-XXI), 
Fondazione Fabretti Editrice, Torino 2007.




